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NETBALL



The key features in the category of Netball shoes include:

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from 

high impact loads of running.

Solid Rubber Outsole - Provides a durable outsole ensuring 

shoe durability and longevity, while strategically placed flex points 

provide flexibility for the foot.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - To reduce load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

Removable Sockliner - Provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Netball shoes include a range of 6 different models. 

Included in the range are protective shoes for an unstable foot that needs support and protection and also neutral shos for the foot 

that requires more cushioning than support.

FEATURES
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The GEL-NETBURNER SUPER 8 is a protective Netball shoe for 

the unstable foot that needs medial support and protection from 

the high impact forces of the Netball court. The shoe fits provides 

a combination of a supportive midsole, a protective toe-guard for 

foot drag and a lateral supportive reinforced upper.

The GEL-NETBURNER SUPER 8 is a protective Netball shoe for 

the unstable foot that needs medial support and protection from 

the high impact forces of the Netball court. The shoe provides a 

combination of a supportive midsole, a protective toe-guard for 

foot drag and a lateral supportive reinforced upper.

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot. Shoe durability is enhanced with incorporating a protective 

toe-guard for foot drag.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

system that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot.  Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the 

foot from high impact loads of foot strike during Netball.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity while offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable Anatomical Sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US 1-7; Standard fit

NETBALL5

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R850Y.2049 7-11,12,13 HOT PINK/INDIGO BLUE/WHITE

GEL-NETBURNER SUPER 8
MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R850Y.9649 7-11,12,13 GLACIER GREY/INDIGO BLUE/STONE GREY

RRP
$220

THE BENEFITS

A protective Netball shoe for the unstable foot featuring a 

stable rubber outsole that improves ground support and shoe 

durability. Supportive Midfoot brace with heel and Forefoot 

cushioning whilst a Removable Sockliner supports the arch that 

can also be removed to use an orthotic.



GEL-NETBURNER PROFESSIONAL FF is a performance shoe 

for those Netballers who have efficient movement patterns, not 

requiring loads of protective features. However new features in 

2018 include an improved toe-spring for quicker transition into 

the next movement sequence and the use of a lighter midsole 

foam (FlyteFoam) with Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL for maximum 

comfort. The shoe keeps the foot close to the court for a quick-

responsive feel.

GEL-NETBURNER PROFESSIONAL FF has had a revamp with 

new outsole and midsole features. This is a performance shoe 

for those Netballers who have efficient movement patterns, not 

requiring loads of protective features. New 2018 tooling means a 

quicker and lighter weight shoe that cocoons the foot.

OUTSOLE: Designed utilising running Flex Grooves and 

incorporating a 40degree toe-spring means a quicker transition 

through propulsion, promoting efficient twisting and turning 

movements. High abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole 

ensures shoe durability and longevity.  A fully wrapped outsole 

with stitched toe contributes to durability of the shoe.

MIDSOLE: Built on a lower midsole platform to keep the foot 

close to the court protects the foot from torsional forces via 

a full (medial to lateral) trusstic brace at the Midfoot. Midsole 

FlyteFoam cushioning promotes load attenuation while enclosed 

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL pads enhance cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: The upper uses a new TPU MESH 

that is lighter than previous models and allows greater air 

circulation. The toe area is protected with a synthetic leather 

to protect the toes and enhance shoe durability.  A Moulded 

Anatomical Sockliner paired with anti-microbial properties 

enhances fit and comfort for the Netballer.

SHOE FIT: US 6-13; Standard fit (B).

NETBALL6

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R851N.9093 6-11,12,13 BLACK/SILVER/DARK GREY

RRP
$200

GEL-NETBURNER  
PROFESSIONAL FF

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R851N.4101 6-11,12,13 ISLAND BLUE/WHITE/PINK GLOW

THE BENEFITS

A performance Netball shoe for the efficient-stable foot.

New tooling provides a toe spring that improves foot transition 

between movements and a lower midsole platform keeps the 

foot close to court surface enhancing foot and ankle stability.

A new knitted upper promotes breathability and thus reduces 

heat and the use of a Removable Sockliner that supports the 

arch or can be removed to use an orthotic.



NETBALL7

The GEL-NETBURNER BALLISTIC (Low Cut) is a fast paced 

netball-court shoe that combines a stable heel counter, a stable 

midfoot support and cushion midsole. This is a shoe designed for 

the mildly unstable or neutral foot without ankle instability. For 

those with unstable ankles the BALLISTIC MIDCUT model is ideal.

The GEL-NETBURNER BALLISTIC (Low Cut) and (Mid Cut) 

provide alternative netball shoe designs for those who need 

ankle support (Mid Cut) and those who do not (Low Cut).

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone ensures shoe durability and longevity, while 

the rubber Forefoot and large landing area provides optimal foot-

ground placement surety.

MIDSOLE: A medially placed trusstic provides a supportive brace 

against the forces of medial-internal rotation for the neutral to 

mildly unstable foot type. If requiring firm support for an unstable 

foot there are better shoe models within the Netball range. A light 

weight foam midsole offers ample cushioning and the foot is 

kept in close contact with the ground surface.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a PU upper. A durable, 

strong yet comfortable material to encases the foot. A Removable 

Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot 

to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US 5-12; Standard fit.

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

B557Y.9095 6-11,12,13 BLACK/DARK GREY/SILVER

B557Y.9693 6-11,12,13 GLACIER GREY/SILVER/DARK GREY

RRP
$190

GEL-NETBURNER  
BALLISTIC

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

B557Y.1401 6-11,12,13 PORCELAIN/WHITE/INDIGO BLUE

B557Y.2093 6-11,12,13 HOT PINK/SILVER/BLACK



NETBALL8

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

The GEL-NETBURNER BALLISTIC MT (Mid Cut) is a fast 

paced netball court shoe that combines a stable heel counter, a 

stable midfoot support and cushion midsole. The mid-top cut for 

additional ankle support features a wrapped outsole on both the 

medial and lateral sides for durability, and visible GEL units in 

the rear and Forefoot maximises cushioning and comfort. It also 

features midfoot trusstic for stability and being a mid top shoe, it 

provides additional ankle support.

The GEL-NETBURNER BALLISTIC MT (Low Cut) and (Mid Cut) 

provides alternative netball shoe designs for those who need 

ankle support (Mid Cut) and those who do not (Low Cut).

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone ensures shoe durability and longevity, while 

the rubber Forefoot and large landing area provides optimal foot-

ground placement surety.

MIDSOLE: A medially placed trusstic provides a supportive brace 

against the forces of medial-internal rotation for the neutral to 

mildly unstable foot type. If requiring firm support for an unstable 

foot there are better shoes models within the Netball range. A 

light weight foam midsole offers ample cushioning and the foot is 

kept in close contact with the ground surface.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a PU upper. A durable, 

strong yet comfortable material to encases the foot. A Removable 

Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot 

to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US 5-12; Standard fit (D).

RRP
$190

GEL-NETBURNER  
BALLISTIC MT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

B558Y.1401 6-11,12,13 PORCELAIN/WHITE/INDIGO BLUE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

B558Y.9093 6-11,12,13 BLACK/SILVER
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The GEL-NETBURNER 18 is a supportive shoe for the 

moderately unstable foot needing medial foot support and 

de-loading the calf and achilles tendon. The addition of a 

high midsole cushion does not create instability but rather the 

cushioning protects the foot from an abrasive court but without 

promoting instability on court.

The GEL-NETBURNER 18 is a supportive shoe for the 

moderately unstable foot needing medial foot support and de-

loading the calf and achilles tendon.

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone ensures shoe durability and longevity, while 

the rubber Forefoot and large landing area provides optimal foot-

ground placement surety. A fully wrapped outsole with stitched 

toe contributes to durability of the shoe.

MIDSOLE: Built on a slightly wider platform (D width), this is the 

only netball shoe with an additional 3mm midsole height that 

cushions and protects the calf and achilles on court. Support for 

the unstable foot occurs via a combination of a midfoot Trusstic 

Brace (protecting the foot from torsional forces of the court) and 

firm medial placed DuoMax that has built in cushioned layer (Soft 

Top DuoMax). Solyte 55 through the midsole provides a platform 

of support and cushioning), while Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL 

crash pads for load attenuation at impact and propulsion. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Other features such as moulded-

anatomical sockliner prepared with anti-microbial properties 

enhances fit and comfort for the netballer.

SHOE FIT: US 6-13; Wide fit (D).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 25

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$180GEL-NETBURNER 18

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R652Y.0141 (D) 6-11,12,13 WHITE/ISLAND BLUE/PINK GLOW
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The GEL-NETBURNER ACADEMY 7 is a shoe for the netballer 

not requiring high levels of sophisticated cushioning or loads of 

protective features. It is a solid mid-range court shoe that offers 

a good combination of cushioning and support for the relatively 

stable foot.

The GEL-NETBURNER ACADEMY 7 is a shoe for the netballer 

not requiring high levels of sophisticated cushioning or loads of 

protective features.

OUTSOLE: Built on a standard platform (B width), A high 

abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at the heel strike zone 

ensures shoe durability and longevity, while the rubber Forefoot 

and large landing area provides optimal foot-ground placement 

surety. A fully wrapped outsole with stitched toe contributes to 

durability of the shoe.

MIDSOLE: The midsole offers a supportive brace (Trusstic) while 

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic leather and engineered 

mesh combine to create a durable-strong yet comfortable 

material that encases the foot. A moulded-anatomical sockliner 

aids for load attenuation at impact and propulsion.

SHOE FIT: US 6-13; Standard fit (B).

NETBALL10

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 11 REAR: 24

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160

GEL-NETBURNER 
ACADEMY 7

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R752Y.0149 7-11,12,13 WHITE/INDIGO BLUE/HOT PINK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

R752Y.3901 7-11,12,13 AIRY BLUE/WHITE/ARCTIC AQUA



INDOOR



The key features in the category of Indoor shoes include:

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from 

high impact loads of running.

Removable Sockliner - Providing an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

 

Propulsion Plate - A unique feature to indoor shoes that 

incorporates a hardened unit placed in Forefoot for more efficient 

propulsion phase enabling greater energy return to the Forefoot 

enhancing ability to jump and “push off”.

The ASICS range of Indoor footwear, SMA endorsed are designed to protect the foot from the jarring loads of courts and at the same 

time be low profile to guard against ankle instability.

FEATURES

INDOOR12



RUNNING  
OVER PRONATOR13 INDOOR13

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

The GEL- BALLISTIC MT (Mid Top) is a fast paced indoor court 

shoe that combines a stable heel counter, a stable midfoot 

support and cushion midsole. Ideal for neutral foot types, this 

shoe features a wrapped outsole on both the medial and lateral 

sides for durability, and visible GEL units in the rear and Forefoot 

maximises cushioning and comfort. It also features midfoot 

trusstic for stability and being mid top shoe, it provides additional 

ankle support.

The GEL- BALLISTIC MT (Mid Cut) provides alternative shoe 

designs for those who need ankle support.

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone ensures shoe durability and longevity, while 

the rubber Forefoot and large landing area provides optimal foot-

ground placement surety.

MIDSOLE: A medially placed trusstic provides a supportive brace 

against the forces of medial-internal rotation for the neutral to 

mildly unstable foot type. A light weight foam midsole offers 

ample cushioning and the foot is kept in close contact with the 

ground surface.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a PU upper. A durable, 

strong yet comfortable material to encases the foot.  A 

Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US 5-12; Standard fit (D).

RRP
$190GEL- BALLISTIC MT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

B508Y.9095 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/DARK GREY/SILVER



TENNIS



The key features in the category of Tennis shoes include:

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

Rearfoot GEL - These units provide an additional layer of 

cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high 

impact loads of running.

Solid Rubber Outsole - Provides a durable outsole ensuring 

shoe durability and longevity, while strategically placed flex points 

provide flexibility for the foot.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - To reduce load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Rubber) - A highly abrasive rubber 

compound used at the heavy-contact. Helps cut down on 

excessive wear.

Removable Sockliner - Provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increasing comfort and inproving shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

 

P-Guard Bumper - Combined with a wrapped and stitched 

Forefoot outsole helps the shoe to withstand the wear and tear 

associated with toe drag.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Tennis shoes are built on a flexible yet supportive platform that protects 

the feet from the high loads of the variable tennis court surfaces.

FEATURES
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The GEL-RESOLUTION 7 is a stable tennis shoe to provide a 

secure feeling on court. Outsole durability is achieved with AHAR, 

the outsole pattern enabling fast-transitional movements on a 

variety of surfaces. A Trusstic Brace offers a supportive midsole 

and torsional resistance while Solyte 55 and GEL crash pads 

protect the foot from the high impacts of Tennis. A toe protective 

mechanism (P-Guard Bumper) enhances shoe durability while a 

Clutch Counter, PHF and Removable Sockliner enhances fit and 

foot cushioning.

The GEL-RESOLUTION 7 is a stable tennis shoe to provide a 

secure feeling on court.

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone (AHAR) ensures shoe durability and longevity, 

while the Blown Rubber Forefoot and strategically placed 

Forefoot patterning promotes efficient twisting and turning. A 

fully wrapped outsole with stitched toe contributes to durability 

of the shoe. A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole at 

the heel strike zone (AHAR) ensures shoe durability and longevity, 

while the Blown Rubber Forefoot and strategically placed 

Forefoot patterning promotes efficient twisting and turning. 

MIDSOLE: The midsole construction critical for under foot 

support is achieved by a Trusstic Brace at the midfoot that 

heightens shoe durability and torsional support. Solyte 55 

through the midsole provides a platform of support and 

cushioning), while Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads for load 

attenuation at impact and propulsion. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a PU upper. A durable, 

strong yet comfortable material to encases the foot. An external 

heel counter (Clutch Counter), anatomical lacing system, internal 

heel cushioning (PHF) and moulded-anatomical sockliner 

prepared with anti-microbial properties offers a dynamic fit 

system that rivals many shoe models ensuring heightened 

comfort and fit security.

SHOE FIT: US 5-12; Standard fit (B Women’s, D Men’s).

P-Guard Bumper combined with a wrapped and stitched Forefoot 

outsole helps the shoe to withstand the wear and tear associated 

with toe drag.

THE BENEFITS

TENNIS16

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 19.5

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 18.5

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

HARDCOURT OUTSOLE HARDCOURT OUTSOLE

RRP
$200GEL-RESOLUTION 7

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

E701Y.4589 6-12,13,14,15 INK BLUE/SULPHUR SPRING/WHITE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

E751Y.1493 5-11,12 PORCELAIN BLUE/SILVER/WHITE



The GEL-SOLUTION SPEED 3 is a stable tennis shoe providing 

a secure feeling on court. Outsole durability is achieved with 

AHAR (a high abrasion resistance rubber) and a Herringbone 

outsole pattern ideally suited to hard-court and clay surfaces. 

A Trusstic Brace offers a supportive midsole and torsional 

resistance while Solyte 55 and GEL crash pads protect the foot 

from the high impacts of Tennis. A toe protective mechanism 

(P-Guard Bumper) enhances shoe durability while a Clutch 

Counter, PHF and Removable Sockliner enhances fit and foot 

cushioning.

OUTSOLE: A high abrasion resistance rubber on the outsole 

at the heel strike zone (AHAR) while the Herringbone outsole 

pattern is ideally suited to hard-court and clay surfaces. A fully 

wrapped outsole with stitched toe (P-Guard Bumper) contributes 

to durability of the shoe.

MIDSOLE: The shoe offers a stable platform of support via 

a Trusstic midfoot system, braced medially and laterally that 

propels the foot in a forward direction. Solyte 55 through the 

midsole provides a platform of support and cushioning), while 

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads for load attenuation at 

impact and propulsion. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Featuring a PU upper. A durable, 

strong yet comfortable material to encases the foot. . Anatomical 

lacing system, internal heel cushioning (PHF) and moulded-

anatomical sockliner prepared with anti-microbial properties 

offers a secure-comfortable fit. 

SHOE FIT: US 5-12; Standard fit (B Women’s, D Men’s)

TENNIS17

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 9 REAR: 19.5

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

HERRINGBONE OUTSOLE HERRINGBONE OUTSOLE

RRP
$200GEL-SOLUTION SPEED 3

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

E601N.4501 6-12,13,14,15 INK BLUE/WHITE/SULPHUR SPRING

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

E651N.4901 5-11,12 INDIGO BLUE/WHITE/PORCELAIN BLUE



LAWN BOWLS



The key features in the category of Lawn Bowls shoes include:

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

Rearfoot GEL - These units provide an additional layer of 

cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from high 

impact loads of running.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - To reduce load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

Removable Sockliner - Provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fitting. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The Sports Medicine Australia recommended range of ASICS Lawn Bowl footwear are built on a flexible yet supportive platform that 

protects feet from long periods of standing that is associated with Lawn Bowls.

FEATURES

LAWN BOWLS19



The GEL-RINK SCORCHER 4 is a supportive lawn bowls shoe 

for the unstable foot. Catering for a wide range of foot widths (D, 

2E, 4E) from standard to very wide, the outsole platform provides 

a supportive base.

The GEL-RINK SCORCHER is a supportive lawn bowls shoe for 

the unstable foot.

OUTSOLE: The outsole platform provides a supportive base. The 

outsole consists of exposed EVA for flexibility while the Blown 

Rubber Forefoot and strategically placed Flex Grooves optimise 

comfort and Forefoot propulsion efficiency. 

MIDSOLE: Stability features include a medial stability platform 

(Duomax) for unstable feet, reinforced by a Trusstic Brace at the 

midfoot that heightens shoe durability and torsional support. 

Midsole cushioning and load attenuation is achieved with 

FluidRide (a combination of two different rubber compounds 

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning), 

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads for extra cushioning.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A moulded-anatomical sockliner 

prepared with anti-microbial properties provides internal foot 

comfort and enhances the fit of the shoe.

SHOE FIT: US 6-15; Standard (D, 4E)

LAWN BOWLS20

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160GEL-RINK SCORCHER 4

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P533N.0158 (4E) 8-12,13,14,15 WHITE/POSEIDON/NEON LIME

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P582N.0145 (D) 6-11,12 WHITE/ASICS BLUE/SILVER



The GEL-SHEPPARTON 2 is a multi-purpose lawn bowls shoe 

that gives social players the support they need to get through a 

full days play. With a rear foot GEL pad to cushion the landing 

zone and a midsole built to stay comfortable during long periods 

of standing, the GEL-SHEPPARTON 2 lets lawn bowlers focus 

on the game and not on their feet.

The GEL-SHEPPARTON 2 is a cushioned bowls shoe designed 

for a standard foot width (D). A GEL Rearfoot unit promotes heel 

cushioning for the landing zone.

OUTSOLE: Solid rubber/ flat outsole offers a platform for even 

redistribution of load bearing forces, thereby promoting a stable 

base of support.

MIDSOLE: A SpEVA midsole ramp of 10mm provides a platform 

of cushioning and support ideal for the arthritic degenerative 

foot type.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic leather and nylon mesh 

combine to offer generous Forefoot depth while a moulded-

anatomical sockliner prepared with anti-microbial properties 

provides internal foot comfort and enhances the fit of the shoe.

LAWN BOWLS21

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-SHEPPARTON 2

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P534Y.0142 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/BLUE/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P584Y.0139 (D) 6-11,12 WHITE/ELECTRIC BLUE/MAGENTA



CRICKET



The key features in the category of Cricket shoes include:

Solyte Midsole & Lasting - Light weight midsole material that 

combines ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA to promote a layer of 

protective cushioning and shoe durability.

Belt Fitting - velcro midfoot strap providing a fastening 

mechanism for midfoot security.

P-Guard - A toe protector providing shoe durability as toe-drag 

is a common action while batting and bowling. 

Heel Foam - Re-designed memory foam in the heel results 

in an outstanding Rearfoot fit whilst providing higher levels of 

durability.

AHAR (ASICS High Abrasion Rubber) - A high abrasive rubber 

compound used for heavy-contact. Helps cut down on excessive 

wear.

Dimpled Rubber Studs - Offering an outsole configuration for  

good traction.

SpEVA - A lightweight EVA midsole material that increases 

bounce back characteristics while decreasing midsole 

breakdown.

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improving shoe 

durability and increasing torsional support

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

Midsole Ramp 10-12mm - Reducing load on the calf and  

achilles region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

FluidRide - A combination of two different rubber compounds 

providing a unique midsole platform of support and cushioning 

that strengthens the midsole platform of the shoe.

Removable Sockliner - Provides an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

There are 5 different styles in the ASICS range of Cricket shoes approved by Sports Medicine Australia. The range caters for the 

different demands of cricket (batting, bowling, all-rounder) and foot types (unstable needing support, those feet that need high 

amounts of cushioning and the neutral-stable foot).

FEATURES

CRICKET23



The GEL-ODI is a structurally supportive all-rounder cricket shoe 

that offers a combination of supportive cushion and flexibility. 

Built on a Solyte Polymer outsole the shoe provides a light 

weight midsole material combining ASICS traditional EVA and 

SpEVA. This in combination with a DuoMax Trusstic and FluidRide 

promotes cushioning and durability. Strategically placed 

Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units improve load attenuation, while 

a as molded-anatomical sockliner contributes to a well fitted 

supportive shoe. Better suited to the standard shaped foot (D).

The GEL-ODI is a structurally supportive all-rounder cricket shoe 

that offers a combination of supportive cushion and flexibility. 

OUTSOLE: Built on a Solyte Polymer for durability without 

compromising flexibility a traditional stud system or more subtle 

traction outsole configuration can be used.

MIDSOLE: Built upon a DuoMax Trusstic support the structure of 

the shoe offers supportive protection for the moderately unstable 

foot. FluidRide midsole technology individualises the midfoot 

support for the wearer providing varying levels of supportive 

cushion when needed during the transition from Rearfoot to 

Forefoot loading. Strategically placed Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL 

units improve load attenuation.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A moulded-anatomical sockliner 

enhances the internal fit of the shoe. The upper material is 

lightweight and flexible to enable the foot to not overheat.

SHOE FIT: US 8-15; Standard fit (D).

CRICKET24

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5 REAR: 15

RRP
$250GEL-ODI

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P501Y.0138 8-12,13,14,15 WHITE/LAPIS/INSIGNIA BLUE



CRICKET25

The GEL-300 NOT OUT is a supportive allrounder cricket shoe 

that is a good offering for batting, fielding and bowling for the 

foot that requires support and cushioning. Built on an AHAR (a 

high abrasion resistance rubber) outsole ensuring shoe durability 

and longevity the “soft spikes” outsole pattern provides a stable 

base of traction and ground support.

The GEL-300 NOT OUT is a supportive allrounder cricket shoe 

that is a good offering for batting, fielding and bowling for the 

foot that requires support and cushioning. 

OUTSOLE: Built on an AHAR (a high abrasion resistance rubber) 

outsole ensuring shoe durability and longevity the “soft spikes” 

outsole pattern provides a stable base of traction and ground 

support.

MIDSOLE: Built upon a DuoMax Trusstic support, and FlyteFoam 

midsole, the structure of the shoe offers supportive protection for 

the moderately unstable foot. Strategically placed Rearfoot and 

Forefoot GEL units improve load attenuation.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: An AHAR toe guard improves 

the durability of the shoe protecting the shoe from “toe-drag”. 

Kangaroo Leather upper material combines to offer durability 

and comfort. The fit of the shoe is enhanced by Heel Foam and a 

moulded anatomical Sockliner.

SHOE FIT: US 7-15; Standard fit (D).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 10.5 REAR: 22.5

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GEL-300 NOT OUT

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P707Y.0190 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/BLACK/RICH GOLD



CRICKET26

The GEL-STRIKE RATE 5 is a light weight cricket shoe that has 

been adapted from running shoe technology for a foot wanting 

moderate midfoot-arch support. Comprising an AHAR (a high 

abrasion resistance rubber) toe guard to improve the durability 

of the shoe protecting against “toe-drag”, the outsole remains 

flexibile yet provides good “batting” and “fielding” traction by a 

pimple plug outsole pattern.

The GEL-STRIKE RATE 5 is a light weight cricket shoe that has 

been adapted from running shoe technology for a foot wanting 

moderate midfoot-arch support.

OUTSOLE: Comprising an AHAR toe guard to improve the 

durability of the shoe protecting against “toe-drag”, the outsole 

remains flexible yet provides good “batting” and “fielding” 

traction by a pimple-plug outsole pattern. 

MIDSOLE: Built upon a DuoMax Trusstic support and Solyte 

55, the structure of the shoe offers supportive protection for 

the moderately unstable foot. Strategically placed Rearfoot and 

Forefoot GEL units improve load attenuation.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A soft breathable mesh upper 

with reinforced Forefoot panels for durable longevity while the 

internal fit of the shoe is enhanced by PHF foam and a moulded-

anatomical sockliner. 

SHOE FIT: US 7-15; Standard fit (D).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 12 REAR: 22

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$180GEL-STRIKE RATE 5

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P612Y.0150 (2E) 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/INSIGNIA BLUE/LAPIS



CRICKET27

Perfect for fielders who aren’t afraid to throw themselves around, 

this lightweight shoe is also cushioned enough for batting too. 

With an emphasis on performance rather than support, the 

GEL-GULLY 5 is built on a SpEVA Lasting 55 midsole, while 

reinforced P-Guard on the Forefoot provides increased durability 

and protection. With customisable Personal Heel Fit technology 

and Rearfoot GEL units working together to reduce impact, the 

GEL-GULLY 5 will help keep them at their peak for a long day in 

the field or at the batting crease.

The GEL-GULLY 5 is a flexible light weight all-rounder cricket 

shoe that is a good offering for batting, fielding and bowling for 

the foot that does not need support but rather a performance-

cushioned shoe. This is a shoe not designed for support but 

flexibility for the neutral foot that does not need support-

protection.

OUTSOLE: Built on a Solyte Polymer outsole the shoe provides 

a light weight midsole material combining ASICS traditional EVA 

and SpEVA that provides a base of support with a traditional 

cricket outsole.

MIDSOLE: The platform of the shoe provides a Solyte midsole 

cushion that is reinforced with SpEVA 55 and GEL Rearfoot unit. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A soft breathable mesh upper with 

reinforced Forefoot panels for durable longevity while the internal 

fit of the shoe is enhanced by a moulded-anatomical sockliner. 

SHOE FIT: US 7-15; Standard fit (D).

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5 REAR: 15

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$170GEL-GULLY 5

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P530Y.0150 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/INSIGNIA BLUE/HAWAIIAN SURF



CRICKET28

The GEL-PEAKE 5 is a solid shoe for the foot that needs support

on hard cricket pitches. A flexible outsole (Dimpled Rubber Studs) 

entwined with a supportive cushioned midsole featuring Trusstic 

and SpEva as well as GEL Rearfoot and Forefoot units to provide 

a shoe for the all-round players.

The GEL-PEAKE 5 is a solid shoe for the foot that needs support

on hard cricket pitches. A flexible outsole (Dimpled Rubber Studs) 

entwined with a supportive cushioned midsole featuring Trusstic 

and SpEva as well as GEL Rearfoot and Forefoot units to provide 

a shoe for the all-round players.

OUTSOLE: Dimpled Rubber Outsole configuration for good

traction on hard surfaces provides a supportive base and

shoe flexibility.

MIDSOLE: A single density SpEVA 55 (a lightweight EVA midsole

material that increases bounce back characteristics while

decreasing midsole breakdown). A Trusstic Brace to

provide midfoot support and protection of the foot against hard

surfaces and the flexible foot that needs support. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A soft breathable mesh upper

with reinforced Forefoot panels for durability and longevity whilst

the internal fit of the shoe is enhanced by a Moulded Anatomical

Sockliner. 

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US7-15

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 5 REAR: 15

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-PEAKE 5

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P613Y.0150 7-12,13,14,15 WHITE/INSIGNIA BLUE/HAWAIIAN SURF



GRASS/TURF



The key features in the category of Grass and Turf include:

Dual Density Outsole - A firmer outsole polymer combined with 

a softer outsole that attenuates load in places where load forces 

are high. The properties of the outsole improve cushioning and 

comfort while provide a stable base for quick feet propulsion.

Multi-Stud Configuration - A combination of different traction 

configurations and shapes as well as different stud designs and 

outsole numbers to optimise traction properties and ensure even 

weight bearing distribution dependent on the design of the boot.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - A midsole support for the shoe by 

supporting the arches of the feet, improving shoe durability and 

incteasing torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

HG10mm - A 10mm midsole ramp built into the midsole of the 

football boot to reduce load on the calf and achilles region and to 

reduce injury risk and fatigue.

Removable Sockliner - An anatomical moulded support for the 

foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

 

Solyte Midsole - A lighter weight midsole material that 

combines a midsole foam (EVA) and SpEVA to enhance 

cushioning and durability of the football boot.

Gusset Tongue Construction - To prevents dirt, grass and 

water from entering the football boot through the lace eyelets or 

the space between the tongue and the upper part of the boot.

The ASICS SMA approved range of Grass and Turf shoes comprise 3 models that can be utilised not only for Touch Football but also 

OzTag and as a training shoe for other football codes. The ASICS range of Grass and Turf shoes are designed for Australian ground 

conditions and have coverage for the wet winter months and hard surfaces of Summer.

FEATURES

GRASS/TURF30



GRASS/TURF31

The GEL-LETHAL BURNER is a multi purpose outdoor field shoe 

that is gaining popularity as a football training shoe and even 

as an alternative football boot. Also very good for hard grounds 

when playing OzTag and Touch Footy. It features an aggressive 

outsole pattern offering great traction.

The GEL-LETHAL BURNER is a multi purpose outdoor field shoe 

that is a good alternative to a football boot for training. The shoe 

is popular amongst professional footballers (AFL) as a training 

shoe when the grounds are hard especially in the pre-season 

training months.

Used also as an OzTag and Touch Footy shoe, it features an 

aggressive outsole pattern offering great traction.

OUTSOLE: A well developed outsole pattern of multipe “studlets” 

provide adequate traction on dewy and hard surfaces alike. High 

Abrasion Resistant Rubber (AHAR) minimises excessive wear and 

thus promotes shoe longevity.

MIDSOLE: Offering a stable platform of DUOMAX, the moderate 

to highly unstable foot is well catered for. The Rearfoot and 

Forefoot are accommodated with strategically placed GEL pads 

to minimise the multi-directional forces of pivoting, side stepping 

and landing.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A synthetic leather and engineered 

mesh combine to create a durable, strong yet comfortable 

material that encases the foot. A Bunion Window accomodates 

a broad Forefoot and Clutch Collar promotes achilles Rearfoot 

comfort. The Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical 

moulded support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion 

the foot, increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GEL-LETHAL BURNER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P538Y.4901 7-12,13,14,15 DARK BLUE/WHITE/SILVER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P588Y.9690 6-11,12 GLACIER GREY/BLACK/SPROUT GREEN



The touch football shoe built to go fast, the  

GEL-LETHAL TOUCH PRO 6 is a super lightweight and 

protective boot that suits mild to moderate over pronators. A Dual 

Density Solyte midsole combines with Solyte outsole to provide 

stability in fast paced games. Meanwhile, Trusstic support 

and cushioning of rear GEL pads keeps players comfortable 

and supported throughout the entire game. With our HG10 

technology to ease the burden on the achilles and calf, and a 

Removable Sockliner for a better fit, this is the touch football 

shoe versatile enough to be worn in general football too.

The GEL-LETHAL TOUCH PRO 6 is a protective support boot 

for the moderately unstable foot. The boot is versatile enough to 

be enable to use as a touch football boot but also qualify as a 

training football boot for other codes or a general football boot 

for hard surfaces to protect and cushion the young growing 

footballer. 

OUTSOLE: A dual density thermoplastic combining a Solyte 

Polymer and Polyurethane Injection Outsole provides a pliable 

soft, comfortable yet supportive outsole. Traditional moulded 

conical large studs provide a stable base of support while 

promoting even weight bearing distribution.

MIDSOLE: A combination of Solyte Lasting 55 and Solyte 

midsole base provides a light weight yet durable midsole unit 

that combines ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA. The midsole 

unit includes HG10mm; a midsole ramp unit that enhances 

cushioning, durability and reduces loads on the calf and achilles. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight engineered mesh 

upper provides a flexible, comfortable and breathable fitting boot 

that has the advantage of a Gusset Tongue to secure the foot 

within the boot and keeping the environment out. A Removable 

Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support for the foot 

to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort and 

improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 6-12.

GRASS/TURF32

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$160GEL-LETHAL TOUCH PRO 6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P516Y.9690 7-12,13,14,15 GLACIER GREY/BLACK/DIRECTOIRE BLUE

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P566Y.3201 6-11,12 BATON ROUGE/WHITE/CORALICIOUS



The GEL-LETHAL ELITE 6 is a protective support boot for the 

moderately unstable foot. Rather than a traditional moulded 

stud pattern, a series of dimple patterned lugs that are low to 

the ground make this boot ideal for hard surfaces. This is a true 

turf shoe with low traction properties. Supportive shoe features 

include Dual Density and Trusstic Brace. Cushioning is achieved 

by a Midsole platform of SpEva and a Removable Sockliner.

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

The GEL-LETHAL ELITE 6 is a protective support boot for  

the moderately unstable foot with a traditional dimple  

outsole pattern.

OUTSOLE: Rather than “true” moulded studs, the outsole has a 

dimpled lug pattern that is ideal for hard surfaces with minimal 

grass. Providing a base that enables very quick turning in a 

forward/ backward direction without excessive traction.

MIDSOLE: A combination of SpEVA Lasting 55 and HG10mm 

midsole ramp offers a light weight cushioned yet durable 

midsole unit that combines ASICS traditional EVA and SpEVA to 

reduce load on the calf and achilles. The midsole unit is further 

cushioned with GEL Rearfoot and Forefoot crash pads for added 

load attenuation and enhanced underfoot comfort. For the 

unstable midfoot a DuoMax midsole provides a medial column of 

foot support reinforced by a midfoot Trusstic.

 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight engineered mesh 

upper provides a flexible, comfortable and breathable fitting boot. 

A Removable Sockliner provides an anatomical moulded support 

for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase 

comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if 

using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 6-12.

GRASS/TURF33

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$120GEL-LETHAL ELITE 6

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P517Y.9090 7-12,13,14,15 BLACK/BLACK/DARK GREY 

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P566Y.1919 6-11,12 ROUGE RED/ROUGE RED/PRUNE 



HOCKEY



The key features in the category of Hockey include:

Dual Density Outsole - A firmer outsole polymer combined with 

a softer outsole that attenuates load in places where load forces 

are high. The properties of the outsole improve cushioning and 

comfort whilst providing a stable base for quick feet propulsion.

Multi-Stud Configuration - A combination of different traction 

configurations and shapes as well as different stud designs and 

outsole numbers to optimise traction properties and ensure even 

weight bearing distribution, dependent on the design of the boot.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Provides midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushioning to aid load attenuation and protect the foot 

from high impact loads of running.

Removable Sockliner - An anatomical moulded support for the 

foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, increase comfort 

and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using 

orthotics.

 

Injection PU Outsole - A polyurethane material that is more 

pliable than other synthetics thus providing a softer more 

comfortable supportive outsole.

Solyte Midsole - A lighter weight midsole material that 

combines a midsole foam (EVA) and SpEVA that enhances 

cushioning and durability of the football boot.

Clutch Counter - An external heel support that promotes hee 

Rearfoot stability to improve the fit and comfort of the shoe. 

PHF - An internal heel foam cushion that protects the achilles 

tendon / heel bone from the abrasive football load forces of 

twisting and turning that affects the Rearfoot.

ASICS has done extensive research into the movement patterns of Hockey to provide a shoe range that is Sports Medicine Australia 

approved and that promotes foot/shoe comfort and optimal traction grip properties.

FEATURES

HOCKEY35



The GEL-HOCKEY TYPHOON 3 is a supportive Hockey shoe 

loaded with stability features for the foot that needs support.The 

outsole provides grip and traction via lugs that conform to the 

synthetic surfaces of Hockey fields.

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fitting.

The GEL-HOCKEY TYPHOON 3 is a supportive Hockey shoe 

that is ideal for the unstable foot. It is deep, accommodative and 

generous in fit providing options for many foot types.

OUTSOLE: Built on a broad base, the outsole provides grip and 

traction via lugs that conform to the synthetic surfaces of Hockey 

fields.

MIDSOLE: A Dual Density midsole and Trusstic Brace combine 

to produce a very supportive platform guarding against twisting 

movements. 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: A generous upper with plenty of 

internal room to accomodate strapping and/or orthotics. The 

seamless engineered upper improves the fit and comfort of 

the shoe. A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe 

cushioning.

SHOE FIT: Standard (D); US 7-15.

HOCKEY36

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$200GEL-HOCKEY TYPHOON 3

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P706N.4590 7-12,13,14,15 ASICS BLUE/BLACK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

P756N.3090 6-11,12 CORALICIOUS/BLACK



KIDS



The key features in the category of Netball shoes include:

DuoMax - A firmer midsole foam that provides the unstable, 

medially deviated foot with a supportive layer of firm foam that 

reduces the effects of over-pronated feet.

 

Trusstic Midfoot Brace - Providing midsole support for the 

shoe by supporting the arches of the feet, improves shoe 

durability and increases torsional support.

GEL (Rearfoot and Forefoot) - These units provide an additional 

layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the foot from 

high impact loads of running.

Solid Rubber Outsole - Ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

whilst strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot.

Midsole Ramp 10mm - Reducing load on the calf and achilles 

region which is ideal for the growing athlete with active  

growth plates.

Removable Sockliner - Providing an anatomical moulded 

support for the foot to rest on. This serves to cushion the foot, 

increase comfort and improve shoe fit. The Sockliner can be 

removed if using orthotics.

The ASICS kid’s range of Netball shoes provides two clear choices; a protective shoe for an unstable foot that needs support and 

protection and a neutral shoe for the foot that requires more cushioning than support.

FEATURES

38 NETBALL 
KIDS GS



GEL-NETBURNER SUPER 8 GS is a protective Netball shoe 

for the unstable foot that needs medial support and protection 

from the high impact forces of the Netball court. The shoe fits 

a standard shaped foot (D) that provides a combination of a 

supportive midsole, a protective toe-guard for foot drag and a 

lateral supportive reinforced upper.

GEL-NETBURNER SUPER 8 GS is a protective Netball shoe 

for the unstable foot that needs medial support and protection 

from the high impact forces of the Netball court. The shoe fits 

a Standard shaped foot (D) that provides a combination of a 

supportive midsole, a protective toe-guard for foot drag and a 

lateral supportive reinforced upper. 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot. Shoe durability is enhanced by incorporating a protective 

toe-guard for foot drag.

MIDSOLE: The platform is reinforced with DuoMax and Trusstic 

system that provides protective support for the medially deviated, 

unstable foot.  Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL units provide an 

additional layer of cushion to aid load attenuation and protect the 

foot from high impact loads of foot strike during Netball.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity while offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable Anatomical Sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard (D)

39 NETBALL 
KIDS GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C803Y.2049 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 HOT PINK/INDIGO BLUE/WHITE

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 17

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 8 REAR: 17

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

GEL-NETBURNER  
SUPER 8 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C803Y.9649 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 GLACIER GREY/INDIGO BLUE/STONE GREY

RRP
$120

A protective Netball shoe for the unstable foot featuring a stable 

rubber outsole to improve ground support and shoe durability.

Also featuring a supportive Midfoot brace with heel and Forefoot 

cushioning as well as a Removable Sockliner that supports the 

arch or can be removed to use an orthotic.

THE BENEFITS



40 NETBALL 
KIDS GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C804N.9093 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 BLACK/SILVER/DARK GREY GEL-NETBURNER PROFESSIONAL GS is a performance shoe 

for those Netballers who have efficient movement patterns, not 

requiring loads of protective features. Lighter in weight and built 

on a lower midsole platform to keep the foot close to the court, 

the shoe is designed for a standard width foot (B) but provides a 

generous Forefoot fit via a seamless engineered mesh.

Other features such as a Moulded Anatomical Sockliner prepared 

with anti-microbial properties enhances fit and comfort for the 

Netballer.

GEL-NETBURNER PROFESSIONAL GS is a performance shoe 

for those Netballers who have efficient movement patterns, not 

requiring loads of protective features. 

OUTSOLE:A High Abrasion Resistance Rubber (AHAR) on the 

outsole at the heel strike zone ensures shoe durability and 

longevity, while the rubber Forefoot and strategically placed 

Forefoot  patterning promotes efficient twisting and turning.  A 

fully wrapped outsole with stitched toe contributes to durability 

of the shoe.

MIDSOLE: Built on a lower midsole platform to keep the foot 

close to the court protects the foot from torsional forces via 

a trusstic brace at the Midfoot that heightens shoe durability. 

Midsole cushioning and load attenuation is achieved with a 

SpEVA (open cell cushioned compound). Durability is enhanced 

with Solyte providing a midsole platform of support and 

cushioning). Rearfoot and Forefoot GEL crash pads for load 

attenuation at impact and propulsion.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL:  A new engineered mesh upper 

promotes breathability for the shoe and a better feel. Other 

features such as a Moulded Anatomical Sockliner prepared 

with anti-microbial properties enhances fit and comfort for the 

Netballer.

SHOE FIT: US 1-7; Standard fit

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$110

GEL-NETBURNER  
PROFESSIONAL GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C804N.4101 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 ISLAND BLUE/WHITE/PINK GLOW

A performance Netball shoe for the stable foot that does not 

need loads of support. However a stable rubber outsole improves 

ground support and shoe durability.

A lower midsole platform keeps the foot close to the ground 

thereby improving “feel” and fast transition to the next play while 

a new engineered mesh upper improves the comfort and feel of 

the shoe and a Removable Sockliner supporting the arch or can 

be removed to use an orthotic.

THE BENEFITS



4141 NETBALL 
KIDS GS

The GEL-NETBURNER 18 GS is a protective netball shoe for 

the neutral stable foot. The midsole offers compression EVA 

cushioning that attenuates and cushions the foot from the high 

impact forces of the netball court. The shoe fits a standard 

shaped foot that incorporates a protective toe-guard for foot 

drag.

The GEL-NETBURNER 18 GS is a protective netball shoe for 

the neutral stable foot. The midsole offers compression EVA 

cushioning that attenuates and cushions the foot from the high 

impact forces of the netball court. 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). This provides a stable and 

durable outsole base ensuring shoe durability and longevity, 

while strategically placed flex points provide flexibility for the 

foot. Shoe durability is enhanced by incorporating a protective 

toe-guard for foot drag.

MIDSOLE: The Trusstic system provides protective support 

for the medially deviated, unstable foot. Rearfoot and Forefoot 

GEL units provide an additional layer of cushioning to aid load 

attenuation and protect the foot from high impact loads of foot 

strike during netball.

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Synthetic Leather upper offers a 

durable covering for the foot that aids longevity while offering 

more support than an engineered mesh upper construction.

Removable anatomical sockliner for the foot to rest on, cushions 

the foot, increases comfort and improves shoe fit. The Sockliner 

can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US1-7; Standard 

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-NETBURNER 18 GS

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C610Y.0141 K12,K13,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 WHITE/ISLAND BLUE/PINK GLOW



GEL-540 TR PS LEATHER is a cross training versatile shoe 

for the pre-schooler that needs support. The leather upper with 

laces and velcro closing system provides security for the foot, 

while the upper of the shoe is reinforced with P-Guard Bumper. 

Solid rubber outsole and midfoot support features provide a 

stable base of support for the growing foot exposed to a wide 

variety of activities while GEL units provide cushioning qualities. 

A Removable Sockliner provides further internal shoe cushioning 

and improves shoe fit.

GEL-540 TR PS LEATHER is a cross training versatile shoe for 

the pre-schooler that needs support. 

OUTSOLE: The composition comprises a Solid Rubber Outsole 

(as opposed to Blown Rubber). Provides a stable and durable 

outsole base ensuring longevity. Shoe durability is further 

enhanced by incorporating a protective toe-guard for foot drag 

(P-Guard Bumper).

MIDSOLE: A single compression EVA platform provides a 

cushioned base of support that is reinforced with a midfoot 

trusstic improving durability and longevity of the shoe. Rearfoot 

GEL units provide an additional layer of cushioning.

 

SHOE UPPER & INTERNAL: Light weight mesh provides a 

comfortable fit that is secured to the foot using a combination of 

laces and velcro closures. Removable anatomical sockliner for the 

foot to rest on, cushions the foot, increases comfort and improves 

shoe fit. The Sockliner can be removed if using orthotics.

SHOE FIT: US K10-13; 1-3; Standard 

42 TRAINING 
KIDS PS

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.2 REAR: 15.4

STACK HEIGHTS 
FORE: 7.2 REAR: 15.4

THE CONSUMER

THE CLINICIAN

RRP
$100GEL-540TR PS LEATHER

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C647Y.0191 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/SILVER/BLACK

C647Y.1107 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 STONE GREY/SAFETY YELLOW/BLACK

C647Y.9099 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 BLACK/ONYX/SHARK

MODEL/COLOUR SIZE COLOUR DESCRIPTION

C647Y.0114 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 WHITE/PORCELAIN BLUE/SILVER

C647Y.4988 K8,K9,K10,K11,K12,K13,1,2,3 INDIGO BLUE/ARUBA BLUE/WHITE
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